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Former child prodigy and rich-girl kleptomaniac, Ester—renamed into the gentile Carleen for her own
protection—is incarcerated after a botched heist. For two decades, time is the enemy. Her twenties and
thirties crawl by in stifling isolation. When finally let loose onto the streets of New York, she finds a job
wrestling spoiled canines as a dog walker in Manhattan's most elite neighborhoods, relating better with their
brutish instincts than with their human owners. Determined to also prove herself a real person, Carleen tries
to reconnect with her estranged and ferociously Orthodox daughter.

Amid the strained brunch dates, unsent letters, and the continuing trauma of prison, Carleen begins a slow
and halting process of self-discovery. Strikingly funny and self aware, this belated coming-of-age novel asks
the question: How do you restart after crashing your first chance at life?
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From reader reviews:

Beverly McKeever:

Do you have favorite book? If you have, what is your favorite's book? Reserve is very important thing for us
to understand everything in the world. Each guide has different aim as well as goal; it means that e-book has
different type. Some people feel enjoy to spend their a chance to read a book. They may be reading whatever
they take because their hobby is reading a book. What about the person who don't like reading a book?
Sometime, particular person feel need book whenever they found difficult problem or exercise. Well,
probably you will need this Walking the Dog.

Freddie Hoops:

Information is provisions for people to get better life, information nowadays can get by anyone at
everywhere. The information can be a information or any news even an issue. What people must be consider
whenever those information which is in the former life are hard to be find than now is taking seriously which
one is acceptable to believe or which one typically the resource are convinced. If you obtain the unstable
resource then you have it as your main information it will have huge disadvantage for you. All those
possibilities will not happen with you if you take Walking the Dog as the daily resource information.

Betty Abbott:

People live in this new day time of lifestyle always attempt to and must have the extra time or they will get
lot of stress from both day to day life and work. So , if we ask do people have free time, we will say
absolutely of course. People is human not a robot. Then we consult again, what kind of activity do you
possess when the spare time coming to you actually of course your answer can unlimited right. Then do you
try this one, reading publications. It can be your alternative within spending your spare time, typically the
book you have read is usually Walking the Dog.

Shane Dagostino:

You can get this Walking the Dog by look at the bookstore or Mall. Just viewing or reviewing it could
possibly to be your solve difficulty if you get difficulties for the knowledge. Kinds of this book are various.
Not only by simply written or printed but in addition can you enjoy this book simply by e-book. In the
modern era such as now, you just looking because of your mobile phone and searching what their problem.
Right now, choose your current ways to get more information about your book. It is most important to
arrange yourself to make your knowledge are still upgrade. Let's try to choose appropriate ways for you.
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